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A B S T R A C T 

The advancement of technology has led to computing being integrated into mobile devices like smartphones and palm tops. However, the traditional QWERTY 

keyboard remains unchanged as the primary input device. This paper proposes a virtual keyboard application that utilizes image processing to create a visual 

representation of a keyboard. The virtual keyboard will be functional and accessible by using a camera to capture hand gestures as typing inputs. The same concept 

applies to the development of a virtual mouse that will use finger recognition as inputs. The camera will capture hand movements to control the mouse. The virtual 

keyboard and mouse will be created by fetching the image of a keyboard or mouse using the camera, and capturing the typing or mouse movements. 
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1. Introduction 

In the present-day scenario, most of the mobile phones are using touch screen technology to interact with the user. But this technology is still not cheap 

to be used in desktops and laptops. Our objective was to create a virtual mouse system using a Web camera to interact with the computer in a more user-

friendly manner that can be an alternative approach for the touch screen. The Computer webcam is capturing the video of the person sitting in front of 

the computer, there will be a small green box which will be generated in the middle of the screen. In that green box, the objects shown will be processed 

by the code and matched with it if it matches then a red colored border will be generated, which means the computer has identified the object and then 

by moving the object the mouse cursor can be moved. This will not only help in the security of the computer but also help in generating a virtual 

computational experience. Here in the place of different objects, using hand gestures one gesture will be moving the cursor, the different gesture will be 

used for right click and different for left click, similarly with a simple gesture can do the keyboard functions virtually that may have been done on some 

keyboard as a physical aspect. It the gesture does not match the box will show an only green box when the known gesture is observed a red border will 

occur with respect with the location of the finger caps. The only problem was that the right click and left click functions were very much difficult using 

this process. Open cv is basically an open source computer vision and machine learning software library. Numpy is python library that provides a simple 

yet powerful data structures. Keras is basically neural network library and tensorflow is the open- source library for a number of various tasks in machine 

learning. 

The basic algorithm we are going to use in this project is Svm Hog and convolutional neural network which is svm hog is histogram of oriented gradient 

is used for features extraction in the human detection process, while linear support vector machine (svm) are used for human classification. 

2. Literature Survey 

Computer vision based mouse is to control the mouse tasks and recent challenges, erden et al. [1] have been investigated a camera and computer vision 

based technologies, such as image segmentation and gesture recognition. To overcome the limitations of erden et al.[3]this project, we have taken 

inspirational from the Hojoon Park which is inspired by computer vision-based technology that has the capability to control mouse movements in web 

camera. However, he used finger-tips to control the mouse cursor and the angle between the thumb and index finger was used to perform clicking actions. 

Chu-Feng Lien had used an intuitive method to detect hand motion by its Motion History Images (MHI). In this approach, the only fingertip was used to 

control both the cursor and mouse click. In his approach, the user needs to hold the mouse cursor on the desired spot for a specific period of time for 

clicking operation [2]. Kamran Niyazi et al used Web camera to detect color tapes for cursor movement. The clicking actions were performed by 

calculating the distance between two colored tapes in the fingers. In K N Shah et al. [9] have represented some of the innovative methods of the finger 

tracking used to interact with a computer system using computer vision. They have divided the approaches used in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 

into two categories. 

• HCI without using interface. 

• Moreover, they have mentioned some useful applications using finger tracking through computer vision. 

http://www.ijrpr.com/
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In this study described the motivation and the design considerations of an economical head-operated computer mouse. In addition, it focuses on the 

invention of a head-operated computer mouse that employs two tilt sensors placed in the headset to determine the head position and to function as a 

simple head-operated computer mouse. One tilt sensor detects the lateral head-motion to drive the left/right displacement of the mouse. The other one 

detects the head’s vertical motion to move up and down with respect to the displacement of the mouse. A touch switch device was designed to contact 

gently with operator’s cheek. The operator may puff his cheek to trigger the device to perform a single click, double clicks, and drag commands. This 

system was invented to assist people with disabilities to live an independent professional life. 

 

3. Problem Statement 

Computer vision-based mouse can easily be applied to the web services, smart home systems, robot manipulation, and games. That is why tracking non-

rigid motions from sequential videos have been a great interest to the computer vision community. We grew up interacting with the physical objects 

around us. How we manipulate these objects in our lives every day, we use gestures not only to interact with objects but to interact with each other and 

this brings us a step closer to Human-object relationship by using gesture recognition technique. In this research still webcam has been used to recognize 

the gestures. There is no need for 3D or stereo cameras and above research has also been tested on low-cost 1.3-megapixel laptop webcam. 

The work is dedicated to a computer vision-based mouse that acts as an interface between the user and various computing devices in the dynamic 

environment. This paper presents the technique to perform numerous mouse operations thus obviating the need for hardware used for interaction between 

the user and the computing device. The same approach can be applied to endless tasks such as browsing images, playing games, changing T.V channels, 

etc. There is a threshold value for distance (in meters) between the user and camera which can further be varied according to the camera's resolution. It 

means if the subject who wants to be recognized with his hand gestures in some environment, the subject has to come close to certain fixed distance to 

the camera. This research was done on 1.3- megapixel webcam with a threshold value of 2m. 

4. Architecture 

 Keyboard:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – Block Diagram for Keyboard 

I. The keyboard will be displayed on the desktop screen.  

II. The camera will be available to capture live feeds of your fingerprint keyboard.  

III. Thus, by processing the Image, in real time the typed words on the keyboard will be detected.  

IV. Those words will be displayed on the desktop.  
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Mouse: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – Block Diagram for Mouse Mouse 

I. The mouse will be represented by use of our finger for recognition of the cursor moments. 

II. A camera will be there to capture live feed of our finger movement on the screen.  

III. Hence, In the Image processing, in real time movement of finger will be detected. 

IV. Those co-ordinates will be taken as the input of the mouse. The mouse will be represented by use of our finger for recognition of the cursor 

moments. 

4.1 Flow Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3- Flowchart Diagram of Mouse 
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Figure 4- Flow Diagram of Keyboard 

The flow chart diagram describes the flow of functions which take place in the system. It shows the flow of execution of how the command is issued and 

that how the command is being handled and how the processing and the required output function is performed. 

6. Methodology 

OpenCV 

OpenCV is a computer vision library which contains image-processing algorithms for object detection. OpenCV is a library of python programming 

language, and real-time computer vision applications can be developed by using the computer vision library. The OpenCV library is used in image and 

video processing and also analysis such as face detection and object detection. 

DETECTING BACKGROUND – 

Given the feed from the camera, the 1st thing to do is to remove the background. We use running average over a sequence of images to get the average 

image which will be the background too 

BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION- 

Background subtraction involves calculating a reference image, subtracting each new frame from this image and thresolding the result which results is a 

binary segmentation of the image which highlights regions of non-stationary objects. 
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CONTOUR EXTRACTION- 

Contour extraction is performed using OpenCV’s inbuilt edge extraction function. It uses a canny filter. You can tweak parameters to get ………better 

edge detection. 

CONVEX HULL AND DEFECTS – 

Convex hull points are most likely to be on the fingers as they are the extremities and hence this fact can be used to detect no of fingers. We are finding 

the deepest point of deviation on the contour. 

FINGRETIP DETECTION (COLOR TAPE) – 

We estimate the locations of the user’s fingertips (in image-space) based on geometrical features of the contours and regions obtained. Detect the locations 

of the user’s fingertips. Detect whether any fingertips are in contact with the tabletop. 

TOUCH DETECTION – 

We are given as input the estimated positions of the user’s fingertips and must output which of those tips are estimated to be in contact with the keyboard 

mat. We used a technique called shadow analysis.  For Keyboard Mapping Touch Point to Keystrokes- 

In this we map touch to keystroke and recognized the character. 

For Mouse Tracking and Finger Detection – We are tracking and counting the no of finger. Gesture Recognition - Click gesture – 

Single click, Double click Keystroke-Send the keystroke to operating system. 

6.1 Hardware and Software Details 

Hardware used in project are: - 

• Laptop with Operating system: macOS, Linux- Ubuntu 16.04 to 17.10, or Windows 7 to 10, with 2GB RAM (4GB preferable) 

Webcam - 

Web cam is used to capture and recognizes an object in view and tracks the user’s hand gestures using computer vision techniques. As input, it sends the 

data to system. 

The camera acts as digital eyes seeing what the user sees. It also tracks the movement of hand. 

Software used in project are: - 

• IDLE (Any) 

Library used in project are: - cv2: 

• Capturing video using OpenCV NumPy: 

• NumPy is a Python library used for working with arrays. Imutils: 

• A series of convenience functions to make basic image processing functions such as 

• translation, rotation, resizing, skeletonization, and displaying Matplotlib images 

• easier with OpenCV and both Python 2.7 and Python 3. Json: 

• Python has a built-in package called json, which can be used to work with JSON data. 

• It's done by using the JSON module, which provides us with a lot of methods which among loads () and load () methods are going to help us 

to read the JSON file. 

Pyautogui: 

• Pyautogui is a library that allows you to control the mouse and keyboard to do various things. It is a cross-platform GUI automation 

Python module for human beings. 

Wx: 

• Python provides wxpython module which allows us to create high functional GUI. 
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7. Future Scope 

• The project's upcoming work will focus on enhancing the Fingertip Detection module to be insensitive to variations in lighting and determining 

the 3D posture of the panel for the purpose of augmenting 3D objects in reality. 

• In the future, we will make use of other graphic features, like the character shape and icon feature, in the human-computer interface to identify 

touch events on the projected screen. 

• Our future plan includes adding more functionalities such as expanding and reducing windows, closing windows, and so on, by utilizing the 

palm and multiple fingers. 

• We aim to integrate voice recognition into the keyboard as well. 

8. Conclusion 

• In this study, a virtual mouse application based on object tracking was developed and implemented using a webcam and the Python 

programming environment with OpenCV libraries. This technology has numerous applications in areas such as augmented reality, computer 

graphics, gaming, prosthetics, and biomedical engineering. 

• We created a system that takes in inputs from colored fingertips movements on the screen to control the mouse cursor, captured in real-time 

through a camera. 

• All standard mouse functions such as left and right clicks, double clicks, and scrolling were integrated into the system. 

• The results indicate that if the vision algorithms can perform well in a range of environments, our system will function more effectively, 

potentially improving presentation experiences and reducing workspace. 

• Our aim was to create this technology as affordably as possible, while also ensuring compatibility with a standardized operating system, with 

the potential to aid patients who lack mobility in their limbs. 

• The overarching goal was to develop a virtual mouse and keyboard using hand gesture recognition and image processing to control the 

movement of the mouse pointer according to hand gestures. 
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